Abstract

We present research with two novel components: a system which may improve current small group telecommunication, and an experiment to test the efficacy. Telethrone projects a remote user onto a chair, bringing them into your space. The chair acts as a situated display which can support multi party head gaze, eye gaze, and body torque such that each observer knows where the projected user is looking. It is simpler to implement and cheaper than current systems. Our primary contribution is a counterbalanced repeated measures experiment to analyse gaze interactions. We analyse the multiple independent viewpoint support offered by the system to test if it demonstrates advantage over a set-up which shows a single view to both observers; in this results are inconclusive. Self-report questionnaire data suggests that the current implementation still gives the impression of being a display despite its situated nature although participants did feel the remote user was in the space with them. Results from the eye gaze analysis suggest that the remote user is not excluded from three way poker game-play.

1. Introduction

Wouldn’t it be nice to have natural conversations with someone in another office, home, or country, without feeling that technology was somehow ‘in the way’? Video conferencing (VC; ‘Skype’, in its best known form) has made real inroads in supporting this, but looking through a screen keeps the other party very much in their space as in Triple-View which employs computer monitors showing windows into another space [Can11]. Unlike VC, situated displays [PS14] attempt to put the remote person inside your space, while ensuring that gaze and gesture can retain spatial context.

We describe the Telethrone: a novel situated display that places a representation of a remote participant in an actual chair within the user’s space. This maintains a natural context, in contrast to other contemporary research systems. We suggest that visualizing the whole of the remote user may be less weird than an anthropomorphic tele-robot or ‘head in a jar’ style approach. The initial Telethrone design was a response to a problem BBC Research and Development (R&D) encountered through split site working whereby they could not ‘rub shoulders’ over coffee. In addition, BBC R&D suggested that 10 unstructured ad hoc meetings were optimal for leveraging the best outcomes from a single formal meeting. In a single site environment, such as their original London headquarters, this kind of meeting was supported through communal areas and the eponymous ‘water cooler meetings’. With the advent of split site working in London and Salford it became apparent that these clarifying meetings were being compromised. The ideal solution therefore would be a technology which could be economically integrated into a social space and could be ‘always on’. Serendipitous meetings through a screen on a wall had been attempted by BBC R&D but did not seem to work, even if the system were always on. One limitation may be the difficulty in correctly grabbing the attention of passing colleagues due to the spatial misalignment inherent in the Mona Lisa effect [AMEB12] and the limitation of the flat screens ‘containing’ another space.

The Telethrone can provide independent spatially correct views from positioned seats, supporting multi-directional channels of gaze and body torque, and other non-verbal communication (Figure 1 & 2).

We investigate the degree to which this comparatively simple system represents the remote user. We seek to bring an impression of the whole of the remote user into the space in a natural way, without noticeably drawing in aspects of their environment with them. We believe this support for affordable, natural setting multi-view is poorly supported by current available commercial and research systems.

2. Related Work

Point to point connection of multiple users, with IP network encoding of voice and or facial camera, is well supported through
technologies such as telephony & Skype, with Skype alone accounting for 280 million connections per month [Mun13]. However, these technologies demonstrate shortfalls compared to a live face-to-face meeting, which is generally agreed to be optimal for human-human interaction [WRM*08] [Var02]. Support for mutual eye gaze, and spatially faithful transmission of body torque in multi-party sessions are two important gaps in these technologies [BBBL01]. Face-to-face communication can therefore be considered the benchmark by which the approaches detailed below should be judged. These established technologies extend traditional telephony to provide important multi-model (multiple sense) cues through non-verbal communication [AG76] [WRM*08].

2.1. Video Conferencing, Gaze, and Body Torque

Single user-to-user systems based around bidirectional video implicitly align the user’s gaze by constraining the camera to roughly the same location as the display. When viewed away from this ideal axis, it creates the feeling of being looked at regardless of where this observer is (the Mona Lisa effect). Multiple individuals using one such channel can feel as if they are being looked at simultaneously, leading to a breakdown in the normal non-verbal communication which mediates turn passing [VD02].

Some non-verbal communication is supported in VC with limited success. Additional screens and cameras add multi-party support to a degree. This mitigates the problem of addressing a room full of people from a single screen by making available more bidirectional channels. Every remote user can be a head on a screen with a corresponding camera. The positioning of the screens must then necessarily match the physical organization of the remote room or rooms. Supporting spatial aspects such as mutual gaze in this way therefore demands large purpose built installations which poorly support casual or ad hoc meeting paradigms [SSA*01] [WRM*08]. Nonetheless these systems represent a healthy and growing industry.

However, most of these conventional single, and expensive multi camera VC systems, suffer a fundamental limitation in that the offset between the camera sight lines and the lines of actual sight introduce incongruities that the brain must compensate for [WRM*08]. Gaze-2 [VW03] overcame this problem using simple video channels by tracking eye movement and switching camera feeds from multiple cameras to all the remote connections. This ensured correct ‘one to many’ relationships with the remote users. The MultiView system [Ngu05] also demonstrates spatial faithfulness and demonstrated increased trust and persuasion between connected groups compared to traditional VC [NC07].

While it is well proven that there are advantages to accurate connection of the gaze between conversational partners [AI69] [Kle86], there is also a body of evidence that physical communication channels extend beyond the face [Kle86] [NC09] and include both micro (shrugs, hands and arms), and macro (torque) movement of the upper body [Ekm93].

2.2. Interpolated View and View Reconstruction

Triple-view [Can11] affords correct spatial alignment through the use of an interpolated camera pair per screen, providing three bidirectional channels which preserve the directionality of the user’s gaze. Importantly this system still uses screens which show backgrounds from the remote space resulting in the feeling of looking into another space. The more technically demanding Immersive Group-to-Group [BBKF13] wall places the reconstructed remote users in a bland virtual space which can be set to match the surrounding walls and draws less attention to the elements which are not the remote collaborator.

2.3. Situated Displays

Between the complexity of ICVE’s and the more ubiquitous screen based VC technology there now exist situated displays. These place
a representation of the remote user into a space and are a relatively new field of research. Embodiment through hybridisation of real-time video and physical animatronic mannequins has been investigated as a way to bring the remote person into the space in a more convincing way [LWN*09] [RWLB01] [STE*05]. These include Tele-presence robots [LT11] [SKO*07] [TDYU11], head in a jar implementations such as SphereAvatar [OSS12] [PS14] [PS12], the ‘Gaze Preserving Situated Multi-View Telepresence System’ [PS14], or screen on a stick style representations [KCL13]. Tele-human brings the whole body of a standing remote user into a space via a cylindrical display with a single tracked observer viewpoint [KBG*12].

2.4. Summary

It is clear that there is a justification for a step change in simple affordable technologies which better mediate communication over distance (as expounded in Distributed Work [Var02]). Re-connection of naturalistic non-verbal cues bolsters turn passing, trust, empathy, and rapport between co-located, and tele-present users [BHPR]. The Telethrone aims to address this requirement for a simple, deployable, pervasive, group telecommunication system with spatial, non-verbal cue support. Figure 3 summarises some of the important referenced systems including the Telethrone and compares their features or ‘affordances’.

![Figure 3: important referenced systems including the Telethrone](image)

3. Technology Development - Telethrone

We introduce the Telethrone, a projection system which attempts to situate a remote user on a multi-view chair. The solution uses low cost commodity components to address the requirement for an ‘always on’ technology which can be deployed in an everyday setting. The Telethrone system is ‘situated’, which may be a more comfortable and natural mediator of remote telecommunication. Many attempts to encourage ad-hoc meetings through video conferencing have largely failed and no solution has yet gained wide acceptance. Even in an arranged meeting, there is something social about sitting next to a person in a chair. A flat screen, even if it could overcome the Mona Lisa effect, would at best be like meeting someone through a sheet of glass. Unlike a framed screen, the Telethrone occupies the space at human scale, in the familiar context of a chair. The system attempts to isolate the remote user, cutting most of the background from the projection and filling the chair. This balances the meeting physically with life-size human forms, and retains the desirable spatial faithfulness and multi-view demonstrated successfully in other systems [Ngu05] [NC07] [Zha07].

3.1. Multi-view through Chromatte

Multi-view Telethrone supports gaze direction and body torque [Can11] by providing independent viewpoints to multiple users. Reflecmedia Chromatte is a commercially available cloth with retro-reflective property, that is, it tends to reflect light back in a cone along the angle of incidence as seen in Figure 4. It is essentially the same material high visibility jackets are made of. The Telethrone is a high backed chair draped in this cloth. The retro-reflective property of Chromatte is useful in spatially isolating projections. This usage has been termed “retro reflective projection technology” or RPT [Tac03]. The Tele-throne employs this to spatially separate video streams. Two video feeds from the cameras in a remote room were projected and retro-reflected from the Chromatte cloth, bouncing back to the two local participants as in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

![Figure 4: Light from the projectors bouncing back along the angle of incidence.](image)

There is a cross-talk effect between the two spatially separated images which minimizes after around 15 degrees (commensurate with manufacturer’s datasheets), but which otherwise remains at a value of around 5%. Potential effects of this characteristic were thereby a consideration throughout the investigation, i.e., would a slight double image seem weird, or more specifically be testable as uncanny [Mor70, GBK05, MSSL*11].

![Figure 5: View between the two observers where cross-talk between the spatially segmented views is apparent.](image)

4. Experiment

4.1. Set-up

Video was swapped between two rooms to form a Tele-presence connection. Two cameras (on tripods) by the large TV on the left
of Figure 2 were transmitted directly to two projectors mounted behind the locally situated users on the right of Figure 6. The retro-reflection from the projector frustum to the eyes of the observer is illustrated in Figure 4.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 4:** The retro-reflection from the projector frustum to the eyes of the observer is illustrated in Figure 4.

The projectors were height adjusted per experimental run (on tripods) such that their projection frustums sat just above the heads of the participant and researcher who shared the observation room. This tuning per session accommodated height differences between participants and can be seen demonstrated with the base of a projector just above the head of the researcher as in Figure 2.

### 4.1.2. Single-view

The experiment compared gaze behaviour of the participant between a co-located researcher and a remotely located projected researcher. Two types of remote projection technique were tested. Of primary interest was multi-view, theoretically supporting directionality and mutual gaze between participant and tele-present researcher. Also investigated was single-view which employed an offset camera (centre of the TV) such that the view of the tele-present researcher would be impossible to reliably resolve (having more than 10 degrees horizontal offset).

In our single-view configuration the video from a camera in the centre of the TV was linked to both projectors simultaneously, and then these video images were aligned to one another on the Chromatte. In this mode both local users see the transmission from this same camera, situated directly in front of the remote person. This created a false off-axis view similar to the spatial offset problem demonstrated by commodity VC systems.

It was predicted that natural communication would be maintained with spatial (directional) non-verbal cues being supported despite the use of the technology. It was expected that differences in gaze behaviour would be evident between Telethrone single-view and both the physically co-located and the Telethrone multi-view conditions. We predicted that fewer differences in gaze behaviour would be evident between Telethrone multi-view and co-located conditions.

### 4.1.3. Audio

Audio was transmitted to the remote person in stereo from two directional ClearOne desk condenser microphones. These were stationed under the central table close to the users in the room, and sent to discreet headphones visible in Figure 7. This stereo signal was given phantom voltage and routing using a Yamaha 01v mixing desk which also served to power a single condenser microphone. This microphone in the remote room delivered the voice of the tele-present researcher from the remote to a Behringer CE500A powered monitor speaker positioned directly behind the projected head(s) on the Telethrone, creating the impression of their voice coming from the head area of the projection.

### 4.2. Methodology

#### 4.2.1. Hypotheses

- **H1:** That the remote participant is not excluded from the conversation through significantly less attention as measured by examination of eye gaze events.
- **H2:** That the multi-view condition demonstrates more natural looking behaviour than the single-view condition as examined through eye gaze events and questionnaire.
4.2.2. Participants

Sixteen participants (14 male) aged between 18 and 46 years (M = 31.89 years, SD = 8.5 years) participated in this study. Written informed consent was gained from each participant after they were given procedural information about the study. Ethical approval was obtained from the School of Computer Science and Engineering Research Ethics Panel at the University of Salford (CST 15/03). All participants received a £20 inconvenience allowance.

4.2.3. Design

A within-participants design was used with two independent variables; the medium of communication (co-located or projected onto the Telethrone), and the support for directional view. The dependent variables were the number of look events (glances and looks), and total duration in seconds of participant gaze to both the co-located and the Telethrone remote researcher. Responses were recorded from repeated self-report questionnaires for both the multi-view and the single view conditions.

4.2.4. Materials

Participants completed tele-presence questions (e.g. “I felt that the person on my left/right was in the space with me?” ) between projection conditions and at the end of the sessions. Participants answered the questions on a 7 point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much). To attempt to assess potential uncanny effects of the double image from the projectors we used the likeability and anthropomorphism sections from the GODSPEED uncanny valley questionnaire [6] administered using a 7 point Likert scale ranging from 1 (machinelike) to 7 (humanlike).

4.2.5. Procedure

Participants started the study after reading an information sheet and providing informed consent. The experiment separated three people by putting two together in a common room, with the third remote person in an adjacent room. The remote researcher interacted with a TV showing the two people in the common room; while those in the common room viewed the remote person through the medium of the Telethrone. Two of the users were confederate researchers. One researcher was located in the remote room whilst the other researcher interacted with the remote person in an adjacent room. The remote researcher interacted with a TV showing the two people in the common room; while those in the common room viewed the remote person through the medium of the Telethrone. Two of the users were confederate researchers. One researcher was located in the remote room whilst the other researcher interacted with the remote person in an adjacent room. The remote researcher interacted with a TV showing the two people in the common room; while those in the common room viewed the remote person through the medium of the Telethrone. Two of the users were confederate researchers. One researcher was located in the remote room whilst the other researcher interacted with the remote person in an adjacent room. The remote researcher interacted with a TV showing the two people in the common room; while those in the common room viewed the remote person through the medium of the Telethrone. Two of the users were confederate researchers. One researcher was located in the remote room whilst the other researcher interacted with the remote person in an adjacent room. The remote researcher interacted with a TV showing the two people in the common room; while those in the common room viewed the remote person through the medium of the Telethrone. Two of the users were confederate researchers. One researcher was located in the remote room whilst the other researcher interacted with the remote person in an adjacent room.

The experimental design closely matched the physical layout of a real game through the use of the 42 inch touchscreen display mounted horizontally at the same height as a normal card table. Player’s cards were dealt face up under a physical mask that closely matched the positioning of cards which would be face down in a real game (Figure 2). To look at the cards the players were forced to physically move. This movement resembles the action employed in physical play, where a player will lift the edges of their own cards and duck slightly to check their values.

Buttons available on the touchscreen display in communal view allowed bets to be increased and decreased. They also facilitated folding and the passing of the locus of control. Player chip values and community pots were shown in communal view as in a traditional game.

The distributed poker game allowed game infractions in the same way a physical card game might (i.e. cards could be dealt at the wrong time, players could make out of turn actions). Claiming chips was also a manual process rather than automated. These incidents and interactions promoted discussion during the game through observation of specific actions and additional attention to other players’ behaviour.

The tele-present player interacted using a laptop on their knees with the screen pushed back to near horizontal. This closely spatially approximated the 42” touch table. Physical masks taped to the laptop screen covered the other players’ hands. The set-up was faithful to a genuine poker game, with no cheats or biases for the experimenter.

Two five-minute practice games were completed which combined instruction and practice during which conversation was encouraged (typically initiated by the researchers). After this participants completed two rounds of ten minutes on one technology (multi-view or single-view). They then completed the questionnaire comparing co-located researcher with the Telethrone projection. The projection set-up was swapped during this period, and the next two rounds were played before an additional - and final - repeat of the questions.
Chip totals were summed on paper between hands with eventual 'chip leader' initially agreed to win Â£20 and the other two players Â£5. In actuality each subject was thanked and awarded the full Â£20 at this stage.

5. Analysis and Results

To prepare for analysis, the 6 video streams were synchronized. Sections of game play (i.e. not briefing or interruptions for scoring or breaks) were isolated, presenting a condensed dataset for inspection.

Analysis was initially based upon continuous visual inspection of the video streams (predominantly from a single ‘over the shoulder’ view use employed in Hall [Al69]). Glances from the participant toward what appeared to be faces for either co-located or tele-present players were counted. This method was repeated for consistency by another researcher. Next a deeper frame by frame analysis was undertaken marking from start of glance to termination of glance for all glances. Anything deemed to be directed toward one or the other players faces was marked in Cinelerra-CV for the duration of the look event. Where the glance was ambiguous inspection of multiple camera angles was undertaken. Removing the gaps between these marks gave a total time for ‘looking’ for each session of play.

The relatively small sample size of n = 16 meant that we could not test if the data were parametric, so we chose to apply Wilcoxon signed rank tests to the data.

5.1. Eye gaze results

For both multi-view and single-view projection conditions there were more looks (gaze events) toward the Telethrone than toward the co-located researcher.

In the multi-view projection condition the number of gaze events toward the Telethrone were significantly greater (Mdn = 23.28) than the co-located researcher (Mdn = 22.35), T = 23, p = .020. In the single-view projection condition there were more gaze events toward the Telethrone (Mdn = 33) than the co-located researcher (Mdn = 22.35), T = 113, p = .003. In comparing projection conditions there is no significant difference between gaze events toward multi-view vs single-view projection conditions, T = 23, p = .020. There is no significant difference between single-view and multi-view for number of look events when compared to one another, T = 78.5, p = .587.

In both projection conditions there was increased gaze duration toward the Telethrone than the co-located researcher. In the multi-view projection condition the total duration of gaze toward the Telethrone was significantly higher (Mdn = 29s) than for the averaged co-located researcher (Mdn = 23.28), T = 23, p = .020, while for the single-view projection gaze duration toward the Telethrone was significantly higher (Mdn = 39.88) than for the averaged co-located researcher (Mdn = 23.28), T = 92.5, p = .012. There is no significant difference between single-view and multi-view for look duration when compared to one another, T = 67, p = .959.

5.2. Questionnaire responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Single-View</th>
<th>Multi-view</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How often did the person use the Telethrone?</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often did the person look at the person through a screen?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often did the person use the Telethrone?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often did the person look at the Telethrone?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Results from the questions

Figure 9 shows responses to questions which attempt to explore how situated the display is and how much the remote collaborator becomes part of the space. They are statistically significant responses.

Additionally there are interesting non significant differences between the physically co-located researcher and the tele-present researcher and across the projection conditions.

In response to the question “I felt I was in the same room as two other people” there was no significant difference between multi-view vs single-view projection modes, T = 33.5, p = .964.

In response to the question “During the game I felt I was playing with two other people” there was no significant difference between multi-view (Mdn = 7) vs single-view (Mdn = 6) projection modes, T = 44.5, p = .943.

The GODSPEED anthropomorphism section found no significant differences between multi-view (Mdn = 5) and single-view (Mdn = 6) projection conditions T = 410, p = .309. The GODSPEED likeability section found no significant differences between multi-view (Mdn = 6) and single-view (Mdn = 6), T = 460, p = .696. Overall across all GODSPEED indicators (Mdn = 6).

6. Discussion

The aim of the current study was to investigate if the remote participant was excluded from the conversation as measured by looking at eye gaze events. We demonstrate that not only were tele-presence participants included but that the Telethrone attracted more attention than the co-located participant. This was true for number of gaze events in both projection modes, as well as duration of gazing in both projection modes.

The reasons for this general bias toward the Telethrone remain unclear. We suggest that the physical flow of play may give rise to increased glances at the Telethrone as play is always to the left, and the Telethrone always to the left of the participant. It may also be the novelty of the Telethrone. It may be inherent weirdness, or the compounding weirdness of the slight double image stimulates...
additional looking. It is also conceivably a function of the subjects taking more time attempting to resolve the attention of the remote player. This is potentially suggested in the data in that the deliberately poor single-view is looked at the most (Mdn = 39.88) with multi-view second (Mdn = 29s), and the averaged co-located researcher the least (Mdn = 23.28). This difference between multi-view and single-view conditions is not significant.

We also investigated whether the Telethrone supported directionality of gaze, mutual gaze, and body torque. The difference between these conditions was unclear. Had such a difference been evident in the data it may have been possible to assert that the system also supported mutual gaze in the multi-view system, and thereby would have supported it as a system above and beyond conventional approaches. That our investigation did not expose such a difference is somewhat at odds with findings from the Triple-View system, which compared their spatially faithful system with a similarly cut-down version to the single-view mode of Telethrone. Triple-view suggested that gaze direction was important when they employed a collaborative task and analysis of turn taking while solving language puzzles [VVV00]. Vertegaal et al also found that there was a slight increase in all of their reported questionnaire metrics for mutual gaze [Can11]. It may then be that the contrived and competitive nature of poker, especially the ‘covert’ aspect of some of the observation gives rise to unnatural look patterns. It was observable in our analysis that there was very little mutual gaze, with competitors preferring observational glancing to judge game-play over conversational and/or communicational glancing and looking.

Median overall modified GODSPEED indicators were 6 on a 1-7 scale where 1 demonstrates a representation of a person most ‘uncanny’ and 7 most human. This suggests that the system was not particularly uncanny according to the tested criteria, with no significant difference between projection conditions. This is somewhat interesting in that small affects to the representation of a human through technology can have disproportionate effects on the impression the representation gives [Mor70], and this was not observed.

Recently Microsoft labs announced that they had been researching projection onto furniture using their Kinect system and projectors [TP16]. This lends weight to our opinion that projection onto furniture is a potentially exciting and important area of research. Their system provides spatially correct viewing through reconstruction but appears only to work on a point to point basis with a single user at each end. Telethrone offers significant advantage through its support for multiple viewpoints.

7. Conclusion

We have presented the Telethrone which we suggest offers an advantage over current research situated displays through combination of affordability, technical simplicity, contextual fit and natural look. Our analysis supports our central hypothesis that the display does not exclude the remote participant from the conversation, but currently fails to find significant advantage to multi-view as compared to the single-view projection condition (which does not offer the best spatial discrimination).

We have demonstrated novelty through a behavioural study of gaze supported by a situated display. Technical novelty shows that a display like this can be made by loosely draping retro-reflective cloth over a chair. This ability to rapidly deploy a cost effective solution for normal spaces was specifically identified by BBC R&D. This could not have been achieved, for example, using a lenticular display which relies on retaining reflection of light paths so would have to be carefully installed set-up and aligned.

The null result for multi-view does not necessarily suggest that this element of the technology failed. It may suggest that task (in this case directional play in poker) can have more of an influence on gaze and mutual gaze than the supporting technology. While this might be intuitive we have not seen a similar study that provides this rigour of evidence. Particular attention was given to testing this null result as it is perhaps more interesting than finding the expected. While it seemed that there was no breakdown in normal conversation observable in the video playback, there is a difference in the questionnaire responses between face-to-face and technology mediated interaction. Participants felt that the Telethrone projection was ‘in the space’ with them in both projector conditions. Participants felt more like they were looking through a screen toward Telethrone in both conditions. Participants felt that the Telethrone user occupied the same space to them in both conditions. However participants more like they were looking into another room when looking at Telethrone in both conditions. Remote users seem naturally included, and support for multiple viewpoints onto a simple and affordable situated display has been technically demonstrated. Neither system seems to demonstrate obvious uncanniness at first inspection.

8. Future Work

We argue that further testing of the Telethrone is warranted adopting different tasks and/or experimental design. When examining the self-reported questionnaire responses there are significant differences between responses to the Telethrone when compared to the physically present researcher as show in Figure 11. A more differentiated control condition such as a standard webcam mediated session would better isolate this.

This research is an incremental step toward the kind of stereo-scope holographic effect popularly encountered in film and fiction. This is best exemplified in The High Council Chamber scene in Star Wars III:Revenge Of The Sith where some members are shown seated and tele-present but are viewable from any angle.

Research described in this paper provides a foundation for continuing research into projection on furniture. Multiple discrete viewpoints may show advantage over room2room, which is the other system currently demonstrating progress in projection onto furniture.
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